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1 Introduction

Abstract: As a potential physical blowing agent, sodium
bicarbonate (SB) is environmentally friendly and low in
cost, but its low decomposition temperature cannot meet
the requirements of polyoleﬁn foam materials. Herein, for
enhancing the thermal properties of SB, a modiﬁed way
was oﬀered to fabricate various SB-based capsules via
suspension polymerization. As the modiﬁed SB-based capsules, epoxy resin (EP) accompanied with several organic
acids was successfully coated on the surface of SB, serving
as heat-insulation layer of SB. Various physicochemical
characterizations provided reliable evidences for the good
coating eﬀect, and the thermal performance of the modiﬁed
SB was improved. Further, the composite SB capsules were
applied for the foaming of polypropylene (PP), and the
foaming behavior of the SB-based capsules in PP was signiﬁcantly improved, with more uniform distribution, smaller
cell diameter, and higher cell density. In all, this work fully
proved that the coated shells enhanced the thermal properties of SB, and the modiﬁed SB capsules signiﬁcantly
improved the foaming quality of foamed PP.

In recent years, facing the increasing demand for foaming
agents in the plastic industry, such as polyisocyanuratepolyurethane (PIR-PUR) foams for insulations constructions in wall panel (1) and application of polyurethane
foams (RPUF) in ﬂame retardant (2), and environmental
problems caused by the reduction of natural resources
or the increase of organic waste gas emissions, higher
requirements are put forward for the selection and use
of foaming agent. The foaming agent is a signiﬁcant component in the synthesis of foaming materials, such as the
commonly used foaming agent of azodicarbonamide (AC)
and sodium bicarbonate (3). AC foaming agent could generate a large amount of gas, making it widely used in
diversiform applications (4,5). But AC produces a lot of
unpleasant nitrogen-containing compounds during foaming
process, as well some toxic residue, which would pollute the
environment. As a contrast, SB has the advantages of large
gas generation and is cheap, easy to obtain, and environment-friendly (6). At the same time, the gas produced by SB
decomposition is accessible to dissolve and diﬀuse in the
polymer matrix, which has attracted wide attention to the
ﬁelds of foaming materials due to its advantageous properties. But bottlenecks have emerged, the low decomposition
temperature and wide decomposition temperature range of
sodium bicarbonate could lead to the plasticizing eﬀect of
foam in polymer (7), which further limit its applications in
the foaming area. Therefore, the research to improve the
thermal performance of SB is the key problem to solve its
engineering application.
In terms of improving thermal properties of SB, some
researchers have proved that the thermal properties of SB
could be eﬀectively improved by increasing the shell on
the surface of SB. Yao et al. (7) also reported a modiﬁed
SB coated with stearic acid (SA) by melting method and
found that the thermal properties of SB have been
improved from 112.6°C to 146.9°C. Petchwattana and Covavisaruch (8) reported a SB modiﬁed with citric acid (CA)
by method of high speed mixing; the results showed that
the decomposition temperature of the modiﬁed SB was
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increased to 130°C. This method slightly increased the
decomposition temperature of SB, but the distribution
of CA on the surface of SB was not uniform. Cao et al.
(9) have investigated a modiﬁed SB coated with erucamides solution and found that the initial decomposition
temperature of SB was raised from 115°C to 165.8°C, and
the decomposition temperature range narrowed from 61°C
to 46.7°C after the modiﬁcation. Although these methods
can increase the decomposition temperature of SB, it
is still lower than the melting temperature of PP. PP is
one of the most important general-purpose plastics with
excellent mechanical properties, high-heat resistance,
and excellent characteristics and is nontoxic, cheap,
and has been widely used in automobiles, home appliances, construction, and other ﬁelds (10–12). Based on
these considerations, it is of great signiﬁcance to explore
new modiﬁcation methods and to improve the decomposition temperature of SB and its application as a foaming
agent of polyoleﬁn materials.
Epoxy resin is a kind of macromolecular thermosetting polymer with good viscosity, thermal stability, and
mechanical strength accompanied, so it is widely used in
various industrial ﬁelds such as adhesives and paints
(13,14). In this paper, to improve the thermal properties
of SB, epoxy resin with several organic acids was coated
on the surface of SB. The eﬀect of surface modiﬁcation of
SB by EP and diﬀerent organic acids on its thermal properties was systematically investigated, and the synthesized
SB-based capsules were applied to the foaming of PP, and
the foaming behavior of modiﬁed SB was further explored.
This study not only conforms to the concept of environmentally friendly materials, but also provides direction
guidance for the development of PP foaming products.

2 Experimental
2.1 Materials
Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A (epoxy value = 0.51 mol/100 g)
epoxy resin and hardener of triethylenetetramine (TETA)
were procured from the Hindustan Ciba Giegy Ltd and
DMP-30 (2,4,6-tris(dimethy-laminomethyl)phenol) used as
curing aids were supplied by Shanghai Resin Company,
China. Absolute ethanol and sodium bicarbonate (AR)
were obtained by Tianjin Damao Chemical Reagent
Company. Sodium dodecyl sulfonate (SDBS), SA, palmitic
acid (PA), and CA were purchased from Aladdin. Polypropylene (PP, T-30) and low-density polyethylene (LDPE)
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were produced by Petro-China Co., Ltd. Nanometer organic
montmorillonite (OMMT) was procured from Zhejiang
Fenghong New Material Co., Ltd.

2.2 Synthesis of the various SB-based
capsules
Firstly, SB was grinded with a ball mill and selected to
collect the size fraction below 400 meshes. 1 g of EP was
dissolved in 120 mL of ethyl alcohol and ultrasound
around 5 min to obtain homogeneous mixture. The mixture of EP was placed in a 250 mL three-necked ﬂask
equipped with a magnetic stirrer; the ﬂask was placed
in an oil bath. Sodium bicarbonate (5 g) was added into
the above solution and stirred for 20 min at room temperature. Subsequently, curing agent of TETA (10% mass
fraction relative to EP), dispersing agent of SDBS, and
catalytic agent of DMP-30 were dispersed in the above
liquid and maintained to allow for 40 min at 40°C in an
oil bath. The mixture was then heated to 70°C and
sequentially stirred for 6 h. (It is worth mentioning that
the weight loss rate of pure sodium bicarbonate is 3.18%
at 70°C for 6 h; therefore, the longer heat treatment time
in the preparation process has little eﬀect on the later
preparation, as shown in Figure A1). Finally, the obtained
composite (EP@SB) was washed with deionized water
and ethanol and dried in an oven at 60°C for 48 h for
later use.
The CA was mixed in a 250 mL three-necked ﬂask
with 120 mL of ethanol, followed by the addition of the
nitric acid to adjust the pH to 2. The EP@SB composite
was added to the above mixed liquid. The solution was
kept stirring for 15 min to obtain homogeneous mixture at
room temperature and then heated to 70°C for 7 h. Finally,
the reaction was cooled at room temperature, and the
obtained composite (CA/EP@SB) was washed three times
with ethanol and distilled water to remove impurities and
dried in an oven at 60°C for 48 h. Similarly, the experiments were prepared with PA and SA compounds to obtain
the samples of PA/EP@SB and SA/EP@SB.

2.3 Preparation of the foamed masterbatch
and substrate
Diﬀerent SB-based capsules were blended with LDPE at
a weight ratio of 1:9 in a torque rheometer (XSS-300,
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Shanghai Kechuang Rubber & Plastic Machinery Equipment
Co., Ltd), and these composites were mixed about 6 min
under a temperature of 100°C (SB did not decompose
in this process, conﬁrmed as in Figure A2). The above
composites were cooled at room temperature and
crushed with a pulverizer to acquire diﬀerent types of
foam masterbatches.
The blends of PP with 3 wt% MMT were made by
twin-screw extruder (TSE40A, Nanjing Ruiya polymer
Equipment Co., Ltd). The melting temperatures of PP/MMT
from zone 1 to zone 10 were 170°C, 173°C, 176°C, 180°C,
185°C, 186°C, 187°C, 189°C, 190°C, and 193°C, respectively.
Afterwards, the PP/MMT extrudate was cooled in a water
bath and cut into small particles, and dried at 80°C for 12 h
in a vacuum oven.

2.4 Preparation of the PP foaming materials
PP/MMT mixed with 15 wt% previously prepared masterbatch and SB-based capsules foaming agents were injected
using an injection molding machine with feeding zone temperature of 190°C, 189°C, 188°C, and 187°C, respectively,
and the injection speed was 95% with injection pressure
of 40 MPa. Then, the dumbbell-shaped PP/SB, PP/EP@SB,
PP/PA/EP@SB, PP/SA/EP@SB, and PP/CA/EP@SB foaming
products were obtained; they were designated by PP-1, PP-2,
PP-3, PP-4, and PP-5, respectively.

ﬁeld observed under the microscope, and M is the magniﬁcation factor.

2.6 Characterizations
Fourier-Transform Infrared spectroscopy was conducted
on a FT-IR, NEXUS670, Thermo Nicolet USA, and the
wavelength range was 500–4,000 cm−1. The thermal properties of the SB-based capsules were evaluated by thermogravimetry (TGA, Q50, iversePerkin Elmer, USA), and
TGA was conducted from the 40°C to 600°C at 10°C/min
under N2 atmosphere. The thermal stability investigation
of the modiﬁed SB composites was characterized by
Diﬀerential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC, Q10 PerkinElmer, USA); the test temperature was from room temperature to 80°C for 10 min to eliminate the mass error of
the sample. Then it was cooled to room temperature and
heated to 300°C at a rate of 10°C/min in N2 atmosphere.
Nitrogen adsorption instrument measurement was conducted on a TriStar® II 3020, Micromeritics. The morphology of the modiﬁed SB composites was measured
by SEM (KYKY-EM6200, Beijing Science and Technology
Instrument Co., Ltd.). Transmission Electron Microscope
(TEM, Tecnai F20, FEI, USA) was used to study the shell
thickness of the capsules. Thermal conductivity of the
samples was tested by utilizing hotwire thermal conductivity meter (TC3000, Xiaxi Co., Ltd., China) at room
temperature.

2.5 Foam characterization

3 Results and discussion
The densities of the PP/MMT blends and the foamed
samples were measured by using a water displacement
method. The cell size was calculated by SEM, and at least
100 cells were tested to acquire the average cell diameter.
Image Proplus software was used to analyze the SEM
images and the average diameter and cell density were
calculated as follows (14,15):
3

 nM2  2  1 
N0 = 

 
 A   1 − Vf 

Vf =

ρ − ρf
ρ

(1)
(2)

where N0 was the cells’ density per unit volume, ρ and ρf
were the density of sample before and after foaming,
respectively. n was the number of cells observed under
microscope and Vf was the porosity percentage. A was the

3.1 Structure of the synthesized sodium
bicarbonate capsules
To better understand the structure of the modiﬁed SB,
a series of characterizations were conducted. As shown
in Figure 1, in the FT-IR spectra, the prominent peaks
at 835 cm−1 and 696 cm−1 in SB were assigned to the
stretching vibration of CO2−
3 (Figure 1b), and the peak
at 1,509 cm−1 in EP was corresponding to the stretching
vibration of benzene ring (16,17). In the pure SA, PA, and
CA, the peaks at 2,923 cm−1 and 2,849 cm−1 were originated from the symmetrical stretching vibration of the
C–H of CH2 and CH3 (17,18) (Figure 1c). Moreover, the
peak at 1,708 cm−1 was ascribed to the stretching of
the C]O groups of the several organic acids, and the
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Figure 1: (a) FT-IR spectra of the pure SB, PA, SA, CA, EP, PA/EP@SB, SA/EP@SB, and CA/EP@SB, (b–e) were the locally enlarged graph of
graph (a).

broad region of the CA spectrum at the range of 3,290–
3,500 cm−1 came from the contribution of –OH bonds.
After modiﬁcation, as mentioned above, only absorption
peak at 1,703 cm−1 was disappeared and others peaks
still retained, whereas an obvious peak at 1,386 cm−1
corresponding to –COO groups was appeared (19)
(Figure 1d), which may appear from the chemical reaction between organic acid and epoxy resin, indicating
that the organic acid was grafted on the surface of the
epoxy coating. FT-IR spectra indicated that the epoxy
resin and organic acids were successfully coated on the
surface of SB.
The morphology of the SB-based capsules was
observed by SEM, as shown in Figure 2. It could be
seen that the pure SB exhibited smooth surface (Figure
2a and a1). After modiﬁed with EP, the surface of EP@SB
presented a lot of wrinkles without visible agglomeration
and exposed SB particles, indicating that the SB was
eﬀectively enclosed in EP (Figure 2b and b1). Moreover,
the EP@SB was further modiﬁed by a series of organic
acids that could interact with EP. As shown in Figure
2c–e, the surface of the secondary modiﬁed products of
PA/EP@SB, SA/EP@SB, and CA/EP@SB became rougher
than for EP@SB. This may be due to the hydrogen bond
interaction between organic acids and EP, which made
the molecular chain of EP become dense, and the intertwined molecular chains made the surface rough (20).
These data proved that the EP and some organic acids
were successfully attached on the surface of SB, and the
rough surface with intertwined molecular chains could

improve the property of heat insulation of the outer
shells. Moreover, in order to identify the dispersion of
SB-based compounds before and after modiﬁcation, N2
adsorption isotherms were used. According to the isotherm adsorption curve and Brunauer–Emmet–Teller
(BET) equation ﬁtting, the speciﬁc surface area of SB,
EP@SB, PA/EP@SB, CA/EP@SB, and SA/EP@SB was calculated as 5.82, 6.45, 9.89, 9.32, and 7.78 m2/g, respectively, as shown in Figure A3, which indicated the good
dispersion of SB-based compounds. To further prove the
morphology of the modiﬁed SB, TEM was conducted.
Herein, sample of EP@SB was used as example, as shown
in Figure 2b1, the EP@SB showed an irregular shell proﬁle, in which core of SB is more contrast, and shell of EP
coating layer is less contrast, demonstrating that EP was
successfully coated on the surface of SB. Figure 2c1–e1
displayed an obvious boundary between the core and
the shell, and their shell was rougher than observed in
Figure 2b1, which also proved that the organic acids were
grafted on the EP. These results further suggested that the
epoxy resin and organic acids were successfully coated
on the surface of sodium bicarbonate.

3.2 Thermal properties of the synthesized
SB-based capsules
The inﬂuences of epoxy resin and organic acids coating
on the thermal behavior of SB were characterized by TG.
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Figure 2: SEM and TEM images of the SB with coating layers. (a) SB, (b) EP@SB, (c) PA/EP@SB, (d) SA/EP@SB, (e) CA/EP@SB.

As shown in Figure 3a and Table 1, the initial decomposition temperature (T0) of the pure SB was 119°C, with 63%
residue at 600°C. In the curve of EP@SB, the thermal
behavior of weight loss was obtained in the temperature
range of 150–200°C and 250–600°C. Among them, the
ﬁrst broad temperature range was owed to the decomposition of SB, while the second wide temperature range
was due to the partial and complete decomposition of
epoxy resin. It could be seen that the initial decomposition temperature of EP@SB was 36°C higher than that of
pure SB, which was mainly due to the heat transfer of the
outer epoxy resin shell, causing the gradual thermal
decomposition of SB (21,22). When the temperature was
higher than the decomposition temperature of epoxy,
the outer capsule of epoxy resin was swelled until the
gas escaped. To further improve the thermal performance
of EP@SB, a variety of organic acids were coated on
the basis of EP@SB. It could be seen that the T0 of
PA/EP@SB, SA/EP@SB, and CA/EP@SB was 178°C,
174°C, and 165°C, with weight loss of 28%, 24%, and
30%, respectively. The T0 was increased by nearly
46–59°C compared with pure SB. Therefore, the eﬀect of
secondary modiﬁcation with organic acid was better than
that of primary modiﬁcation with epoxy resin, which may
be due to some chemical reaction or interaction between

epoxy resin and organic acids, resulting in the increase
of crosslinking structure density in the molecular chain
and the diﬃculty in the movement of macromolecular
chain. These results showed that we have successfully
enhanced the thermal stability and improved the thermal
insulation performance of SB.
The thermal stability of the pure SB, EP@SB, PA/EP@SB,
SA/EP@SB, and CA/EP@SB samples was also explored
by DSC. It could be observed from Figure 3b and Table 1
that the maximum peak temperature (Tp) of pure SB was
152°C, with a decomposition temperature range (ΔT)
of 69°C. After being modiﬁed by epoxy resin, the ΔT
decreased from 69°C to 46°C compared to pure SB, and
the Tp was also increased to 171°C, which was attributed
to the increase of SB coating shell, leading to better
barrier eﬀect (23). After further coating with some different organic acids, it could be observed in Table 1 that
when PA was added, the maximum peak temperature of
PA/EP@SB increased from 152°C (pure SB) to 186°C, suggesting better thermal stability, and the decomposition
temperature range was 28°C, which was narrower than
pure SB sample by 41°C. The results caused by when the
heating temperature is more than the decomposition of
coating shell, and the coating shell instantaneously are
decomposed and ruptured, the temperature of the core of
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Figure 3: (a and a′) TG curves of the SB-based capsules. (b) DSC curves of the SB-based capsules. (c) Thermal conductivity of the EP and
PA/EP, SA/EP, and CA/EP.

SB will rise rapidly and the temperature at this time was
the maximum endothermic peak of SB. Furthermore, the
decomposition temperature range of SA/EP@SB and
CA/EP@SB was 31°C and 38°C, and the maximum peak
temperature was 186°C and 185°C, respectively. By comparison, the multilayer coating eﬀect of organic acids was
better than that of epoxy single-layer coating for SB,
especially the modiﬁcation for PA/EP@SB. These results
demonstrated that the decomposition temperature range of
SB decreased with diﬀerent coating layers, and multiple
coating layers would give SB better thermal stability.
The improvement of SB-based capsules’ thermal performance encouraged us to explore the thermal conductivity of the coating shell, and the thermal conductivity of
the pure EP, EP/CA, EP/SA, and EP/PA was measured by
Thermal conductivity meter (TC300, Xi’an Xiaxi Electronic

Technology Co., Ltd.). As shown in Figure 3c, the thermal
conductivity of pure EP was 0.0639 W/m K at room temperature. After introducing some diﬀerent organic acids,
the thermal conductivity of EP slightly decreased, and
the thermal conductivity of PA/EP, SA/EP, and CA/SB
was 0.0603, 0.0604, and 0.0624 W/m K, respectively.
This result may be due to the interaction between EP
and PA, leading to the scattering of heat carrier phonons
(24,25). Another reason may be that the addition of
organic acids increased the density of epoxy polymer
chain, destroyed the continuity of epoxy polymer, and
led to the change of its thermal conductivity (26,27). In
all, the addition of organic acid coating could reduce the
thermal conductivity of the samples, which made the SB
have good thermal insulation performance and further
improved the thermal behavior of SB.

Table 1: TGA data and thermodynamic parameters of the SB-based capsules

NaHCO3
EP@SB
PA/EP@SB
SA/EP@SB
CA/EP@SB

T0a (°C)

Tfb (°C)

Lc (%)

T0a’ (°C)

Tpd (°C)

Tfb’ (°C)

ΔTe (°C)

119
155
178
174
165

186
180
202
199
193

37
32
28
24
30

119
151
173
169
165

152
171
186
186
185

188
197
201
200
205

69
46
28
31
38

T0: initial decomposition temperature. b, b’Tf: end thermal decomposition temperature. cL: weight loss of various SB-based capsules and
pure SB. dTp: peak endothermic temperature. eΔT: thermal decomposition temperature range. ΔT = Tf − T0.

a, a’
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Figure 4: Cell structure (a–e) and the cell size distribution (a1–e1) of the PP foaming composites. (a) PP@SB, (b) PP/EP@SB, (c) PP/PA/
EP@SB, (d) PP/SA/EP@SB, (e) PP/CA/EP@SB.

3.3 Foaming behavior and cell morphology

to observe the foaming behavior of the SB-based capsules
in PP, SEM was conducted. The average cell diameter and
cell density were presented in Figures 4 and 5a and b.
Figure 4a1 showed the phenomenon of cell merging
and collapse, and the cells were large and few. The
cell diameter was 163 μm and the cell density was
0.872 × 105 cells/cm3. This may be due to the rapid
decomposition of SB, which could not be enriched in
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nucleation, cell growth, and cell stability (28). Firstly,
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Figure 5: Cell parameters of the foamed PP composites: (a) average cell size, (b) cell density, (c) weight reduction, (d) apparent density.
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PP polymer. In contrast, the cell size shown in Figure 4b1
was relatively small, and the cell diameter and cell density were 142 μm and 0.961 × 105 cells/cm3, respectively.
Compared with Figure 4a1, the cell density shown in
Figure 4b1 was more regular, which may be due to the
increase of thermal stability and foaming temperature
of SB@EP (29). Besides, the melting strength of the
polymer matrix was enhanced by EP, and MMT and EP
had a heterogeneous nucleation eﬀect, resulting in the
decrease of cell size and increase of cell density (30,31).
The presence of less-foamed stage in Figure 4a1 and b1
was possibly due to the lower initial decomposition temperature of EP@SB and pure SB compared with the melting
temperature of PP, resulting in the bubbles nucleation
in the cell during cell formation (32–34). In other words,
SB had already decomposed gas before some PP had not
completely melted. In addition, with the introduction of
organic acids in EP@SB, the cell density and cell size in
samples of PP/SA/EP@SB and PP/CA/EP@SB shown in
Figure 4d and e were 1.20 × 105 cells/cm3, 1.18 × 105 cells/cm3
and 118 μm, 125 μm in diameter, respectively. Notably,
in the case of PA modiﬁer, it can be clearly shown in
Figure 4c1 that there were many regular, uniform, and
small cells in PP, and the cell density and cell size were
1.31 × 105 cells/cm3 and 108 μm in diameter, respectively.
This result was better than the reported melting modiﬁcation method, as shown in Figure A4. Compared with
Figure 4a1, the average cell diameter in Figure 4c1 reduced
from 163 to 108 μm; the cells density increased from
0.872 × 105 to 1.31 × 105 cells/cm3. Based on the above
data analysis, it could be concluded that under the same
amount of foaming agent, the foaming eﬀect of organic
acid-modiﬁed sodium bicarbonate in PP was superior
than that of epoxy modiﬁed, and the long alkyl chain
grafting improved the dispersibility of the CO2 adduct in
PP and favored a homogeneous release of CO2 to blow PP
during the exothermic foaming process (35).
As presented in Figure 5c, the weight of PP foaming
products was reduced after foaming injection molding,
and the weight reduction rates of PP/SB, PP/EP@SB,
PP/PA/EP@SB, PP/SA/EP@SB, and PP/CA/EP@SB were
9.7, 14.1, 21.73, 18.47, and 16.30 wt%, respectively. In contrast, PP/PA/EP@SB exhibited the highest weight loss
rate than others, indicating that PP/PA/EP@SB had the
best foaming eﬀect and the highest gas production,
which may be due to the excellent compatibility of
PP/PA/EP@SB in the PP foaming system, and its foaming
temperature was closed to the melting temperature of PP.
The apparent density of these PP foaming samples was
also measured, as shown in Figure 5d. It could be seen
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that the apparent density of these PP materials was signiﬁcantly decreased after foaming, and the apparent
density of PP products using pure SB as foaming agent
was the lowest. It was considered that the coating on
SB improved the thermal properties of SB and further
improved the foaming behavior of SB. Notably, the
foamed PP samples prepared by blowing agents of
PP/PA/EP@SB presented the lowest apparent density of
0.72 g/cm3. This is because the interaction between EP
and organic acid, which improved the performance of
the coating, thereby further improved the thermal performance of SB, in turn aﬀecting the foaming behavior of SB
in PP. These data indicated that in the PP foaming
system, by coating the foaming agent of SB with polymer
or increasing the strength of the SB coating compound,
the early decomposition of SB in PP can be restricted to
achieve better foaming performance. This study not only
conformed to the concept of environmentally friendly
materials, but also provided direction guidance for the
development of PP foaming products.

4 Conclusion
In summary, the green environmental SB foaming agent
was modiﬁed by epoxy resin and some diﬀerent organic
acids. The modiﬁcation of SB and its eﬀect on foaming
behavior of PP were investigated. After the modiﬁcation,
the decomposition temperature and decomposition temperature ranges of SB were signiﬁcantly improved. In
particular, compared with the pure SB, the decomposition temperature of PA/EP@SB composite increased from
119°C to 179°C, increased by nearly 50°C, and the decomposition temperature range was 41°C and 23°C lower than
that of pure SB and EP@SB, respectively. Meanwhile, the
foaming quality of PP was also signiﬁcantly improved,
and the cells were more uniform with smaller cells size
and higher cells density compared to unmodiﬁed SB in
PP. The results mainly ascribed to the addition of shells
with EP and organic acids, which improved the thermal
properties of SB, as well as enhanced the melt strength of
PP. This study highlights that increasing the strength
of the shell can enhance the decomposition temperature
of SB and improve its foaming behavior in PP.
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Figure A1: Infrared curve of EP@SB before and after washing for 3 h.
Figure A2: SEM image of LDPE/(EP@SB) composite material.
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Figure A3: Nitrogen adsorption isotherm of sodium bicarbonate of modiﬁcation before and after modifying.

Figure A4: Cells structure of PP/MMT foams composites and cells size distribution: (a) PP/SB, (b)PP/PA/EP@SB, (c) PP/PA/EP@SB.

